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Every person physically and psychologically develops through distinct stages of life. With each
stage grows a wider perspective of self and the world around us. In Circuits and Shen: models of
the evolution of consciousness and Chinese medicine, the spectrum of human consciousness is
explored from the view of the eight circuit model of the brain and the holonomic theory of
development. It is shown how these relate to brain development, psychoneuroendocrinology
and holding patterns of the fascial networks throughout the body as well as Eastern subtle body
systems. Utilizing this information it becomes possible to lay out a systematic means of informing
Chinese medical practitioners and bodyworkers in approaches aimed at treating
negative"imprints", psychological impacts or physical illnesses that may develop out of each
stage
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too, this book. I love you to beyond the stars, always and forever. ~Introduction ~ My intent with
this text is to put together in one source information I have been studying for over 15 years as an
exploration and comparison of different models of mental-emotional development or
“evolutionary” psychological development and how it has informed my Chinese medicine
practice. The intent is not necessarily to draw a one-to-one correlation between the various
systems, nor am I attempting to create a whole new treatment methodology. Rather present
each within loosely similar stages of development and psycho-emotional states.The material in
the text may provide some insight or helpful perspective into potential treatment options in
accordance with my personal experience when working with this material and viewing the
individual from the eight model perspective. Nothing contained herein is to be considered a rigid
point or treatment prescription. Chinese medicine is a dynamic and personalized medical
methodology and approaching a person should always be in accordance with the full range of
Chinese medical theory and diagnostics. Again, this material is a compiling of my explorations
while laying out potential angles that others may consider taking. Some of the material I openly
admit to rarely personally using in practice, however for completeness and the sake of academic
or philosophical thoroughness I have included them for others who may also be interested in the
information. Different practitioners prefer different methods; as such, I felt it best to include
these.The layout of the bulk of this text will contain chapters exploring each circuit of
consciousness according to the eight circuit model of consciousness, its level according to the
holonomic theory, its chakra/body region with its neuroendocrinological correlate, and potential



treatment approaches. The final chapter will discuss the systems as a whole, the interactions
between various levels and considerations in treatment order.I want this text to act as a jumping
point for discussion more than anything else. As an exploration of potentials in how practitioners
may approach many of the health concerns – physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual that
affect one's life. Chinese Medicine contains tools that can have an immense impact and great
potential to initiate change in someone's life. If the material contained in this text can open a
discussion or aid in adding to a practitioner's toolbox that better helps a patient reach health
than I can hope for nothing more.Before exploring the bulk material, we will briefly explore some
of the base information and models upon which this book is built. For specific texts on each
please refer to the bibliography section of this book.The Eight Circuit Model of
ConsciousnessThe eight circuit model was first discussed by Dr. Timothy Leary, who's profound
and impactful work in psychology became eclipsed by his later explorations and subsequent
promotion of the psychoactive substances. Prior to this however he was a very well regarded
Harvard psychologist who made many advances in psychology including a widely used
psychological assessment test. Leary is said to have formulated the eight circuit model out of a
discussion he had regarding an “esoteric chakra system”. He formed the model looking from the
perspective of a broad species evolution.While fascinating, discussion of his material will be less
referenced than the other two primary sources on the eight circuit model. This is for two reasons:
1) The rest of this material in this book is primarily focused on conscious (or unconscious)
states within the individual rather the larger species or societal progressions and 2) I have not
studied the material directly with Timothy Leary as I have with the following two authors.Taking
Leary's material, and having dialogued about it at length with Leary directly, Robert Anton
Wilson published the book Prometheus Rising in which he brings the 8 circuits into a current
sociological exploration - pointing to social trends and exercises the individual can do to explore
this material within oneself. This was my first introduction to the eight circuit model when I was
about 17 or 18 years old, having an immense effect of my view of human psychology. I have had
the honor of taking a number of online courses Robert Anton Wilson offered before he passed.
Among other topics, this included the eight circuit material, in which he provided a great deal of
personal insight.Shortly after Prometheus Rising was published Antero Alli published Angel
Tech: A Shaman's Guide to Reality Selection which brought in his experience of personal ritual
and exploration of individual and group psychology to create a sort of personal users guide to
the circuits with even more exercises to explore states and experiences within each circuit. Later
he published The Eight Circuit Brain: Navigational Strategies for the Energetic Body, which was
a physical copy of material covered in online classes he provided and which I have had the
honor of taking on multiple occasions. The material of both Wilson and Alli will be heavily
referenced in the beginning portions of each major chapter.Shocks and Anchors in The Eight
Circuit ModelThe concept of interactions between circuits in the form of “shocks” and “anchors”
was discussed by Antero Alli. In finding that the first four circuits, here referred to as the “earthly
circuits”, and the latter four circuits, here referred to as the “Heavenly” circuits, seemed to be



recapitulations of one another at varying levels of complexity. The attributes of the first circuit
tend to be readdressed at the level of the fifth circuit at a higher degree of complexity and ability
to develop conscious control over it's functioning. In this case it would be the physical body and
sensations, whereby in the fifth circuit sensations are actively sought out and utilized for the
purpose of self-development rather than survival tools. Similar correlations exist between the
second and sixth circuits, the third and seventh circuits, and the fourth and eighth circuits. A
“shock” to a lower circuit may cause it to suddenly expand or broaden into an activation of the
correlated Heavenly circuit (a shock to C-1 activates C-5). Thus C-5 experiences can act as a
“shock” to break out of C-1 consciousness. By the same token, an overactive heavenly circuit
which may make an individual feel disoriented or not of stable mind is anchored by its correlated
Earthly circuit to help an individual feel more embodied, grounded or able to interact within
society appropriately. Thus C-1 activities can act to anchor an overly enraptured C-5.It is also
worth noting that in the chakra material each body center has a color said to be associated with
it. This is commonly known. Additionally, each has an “antidote” color association (with the
exception of the fourth, heart chakra, which is considered to be balanced). These antidote colors
fall into the same regulatory organization as the shock and anchor connections. The first chakra
(associated color = red) has the antidote of blue, the color of the fifth or throat chakra. The
antidote for the fifth chakra is the color red, that of the first. This continues between chakras 2
(orange) and 6 (indigo) and chakras 3 (yellow) and 7 (ultraviolet/gold/white).Holonomic Model
Of the Evolution of ConsciousnessThis material is based of the fascinating work of Dr. Jenny
Wade, Ph.D. Who explored and compiled many models of psychological development as well
as neurological development, brain studies, and noetic science to form her theory of
consciousness development. The information on this model utilized in this text stems from her
book Changes of Mind: A Holonomic Theory on the Evolution of Consciousness.The amount of
material that overlaps the eight circuit model of consciousness is certainly noteworthy. While the
Holonomic theory could warrant it's own exploration most of it was able to be woven seamlessly
in with the eight circuit model material. Where there are significant differences or divergences
these have been attempted to be made clear.The Chakra SystemIn the West, the chakra system
most people are familiar with contains seven chakras. For this reason, it is primarily the material
referenced in this text. Some additional material from Chinese medicine or Qigong sources
outside of this system are included in the chapter on the quantum non-local circuit. This seven
chakra system also happens to be one of the newest chakra descriptions, based on a 13th
century document the Śāradā-tilaka1. It is, however, important to also understand that
classically there are a great number of different chakra systems with varying numbers of chakras
– five, six, thirteen, twenty eight, or more. Some perspectives also view acupuncture points as
“mini-chakras” in a sense, as they are meeting points of change and regulation in the body. As
you will see, the seven chakra model is not only the most common in the West but it also
overlaps significantly with the eight circuit model of consciousness and neuroendocrine
functions within the human body. As such, it is a useful model for our purposes. Like everything



else covered in this text, it should be considered exactly that, one useful model of many
potentially useful models.It should also be noted that most of the associations we think of with
the chakras, from color to oils and beyond, are also relatively new and prior to these the chakras
were primarily prescriptive in nature. This means that if an imbalance existed, the described
chakra was prescribed for the individual to put focus on and cultivate. Again, I have included and
built on these relatively new descriptions in the event they may help further understanding or
exploration. Stones and Essential OilsThese are topics I have included for the sake of
completeness. I admittedly rarely use these in clinical practice at this time. Both stones and oils
have historically been used, however, with a good many practitioners who do use them and
others who may find use them being included in the text. Jeffrey Yuen for instance, a renowned
teacher in classical approaches to East Asian medicine, teaches frequently on these topics.
Essential oils have grown significantly in popularity and may also be considered a method of
point stimulation you can prescribe as a home treatment for patients to support work being done.
This topical application should always be done using a carrier oil to dilute the oil. Refer to the
bibliography for resources on oil uses and which carrier may be the most appropriate for a
particular use. I am also aware of those who will likely have a reactionary adverse reaction to
having this material included and consider it more “woo-woo” or pseudoscientific then other
material covered. To this I would simply advise skipping over this material and get whatever you
can from the remaining text. Bioenergetics and Reichian TherapyThe somatic psychology of
Wilhelm Reich and later works of those including Alexander Lowen in bioenergetics, John C.
Pierrakos' core energetics, and Ron Kurtz's Hakomi Therapy have had an influence on my
thinking and the manner in which emotional states create tension and “armoring” within the
person. This must ultimately be broken down in order to approach life in a way that will allow for
the greatest development of the individual. I have also integrated the works of the more obscure
Dr. Jack Willis and Christopher Hyatt and their explorations and exercises in Reichian-based
therapy. Much of this material coincides with the trajectories of the fascia in the body.
Just as many of the traditional acupuncture meridian lines run along longitudinal fascia
trajectories, the armoring segments of Reich and the vertical areas near chakra regions loosely
correspond to horizontal fascia planes as described by R. Louis Schultz. These will be explored
individually within the appropriate chapters. Material was also gathered from CORE myofascial
release work of Noah Karrasch, an advanced certified rolfer and massage therapist.Dr. Leon
Hammer went into detail about how bioenergetic theory can play into East Asian medical theory
and specific organ pathologies in his book Dragon Rises, Red Bird Flies. This material will be
discussed within this book also. Those who have practiced acupuncture for even a short period
are likely familiar with how acupuncture treatments and the release of stagnations can bring
about, sometimes significant, emotional reactions or cathartic experiences where the patient
may spontaneously weep, tear up, laugh, etc. To me this only further reveals the bodymind
connection in action and how acupuncture, with it's ability to release these tensions within the
musculature and fascia, can be an effective means of addressing structural



armoring. Assumptions and Use of TermsMuch of the material in this book looks at the denser
physiological structures that may correlate to descriptions of what tends to be approached as
“energetic”, subtle or field properties. I actively try to avoid the term “energy” as much as
possible a vague allusion to non-material occurrences or anatomical locales and “structures”.
There is indeed evidence pointing to influences of electromagnetic (E-M) fields and specific
frequencies as a bio-regulatory role in functions ranging from DNA and intercellular
communication to E-M fields being put off by various organs of the body to the concept of an
enveloping E-M field surrounding and regulating the body-as-a-whole. The generic use of the
term “energy” however lacks much in the way of any specificity.All too often it can become a
crutch for attempts at describing processes that either lack a direct physiological explanation or
simple laziness by the individual to try to explain an intuitive or subjective experience. This can
result in a superficial understanding or application without an attempt at a thorough
understanding. To me this seems remiss, if not reckless. This is not helped by the cultural
differences in linguistic structuring and the prevalence of metaphoric or poetic language in
Chinese medical texts (for example, the Liver as the general and Heart as Emperor) which result
in so many different translations of terms.This is not to say these personal intuitive experiences
should be discounted. On the contrary, they have the potential to provide a ground for further
exploration and an expansion of our understanding of the human experience. In the indications
sections I have left the psychological and psycho-spiritual aspects because these are subjective
experiences that people will often complain of clinically. When speaking of Chinese medical
functions and structures however, and in the context of this book, I attempt to make as many
potential physiological correlations as possible. I feel this often is not thoroughly explored in
literature and may help the practitioner and the profession to include and view them in this
manner. Again, this is not to discredit more subtle attributes that may exist, but rather not to put
focus on them here.The following are some assumptions and uses of terms found throughout
this text where clarification may be useful:“C-1” - “C-8”: These are shorthand terms that have
been used in discussions of the eight circuit model of consciousness to denote the circuit in
question. The first, the bio-survival circuit, is labeled C-1; the emotional-territorial circuit C-2, and
so one. In the context of this text because many different models are being explored I have used
these to denote the level of consciousness in its broadest sense and have tried to stick to other
original terms when discussing material about a particular model.Using the first chapter as an
example, material from the eight circuit model I have tried to reference the bio-survival circuit,
chakra material I use the term Muladhara, and in the fascial explorations the pubic band will be
mentioned. When speaking about the material of this chapter in a broad sense the term “C-1”
will be used. This is a matter of convenience when discussing this material. In this way “C” can
equally represent “circuit”, “chakra”, “connective tissue plane/compartment” and “chapter 1
material”. Neuro-psychological Imprinting and Reimprinting: This is the concept that life events at
particular stages of human development set patterns which continue to resonate and occur
throughout one's lifetime. Imprinting seems to happen within very narrow windows in a person's



development, with life conditions and events within this window “hard-wiring” itself into the
person's nervous system and psyche. This establishes a “belief” about a particular aspect of the
functioning of the world which defines the individual. Without a significant amount of self-work an
imprint has a tendency to remain this way throughout one's lifetime, unlikely to change.One of
the goals of this text is to explore approaches that have the potential to either alter these imprints
or address the pathological ramifications of them when they may not be favorable to ones
development. Exploring these negative imprints and working to alter them, a process called “re-
imprinting” may not be real straightforward. The individual must be at a place psychologically
that allows them to become both quite mentally, as well as neurologically, vulnerable and
plastic. They must also be in a place that allows them to process and assimilate the incoming
new information. As such, the methods in this text may work as a means of “loosening” these
imprints until actual re-imprinting can occur. Qi: There are whole books discussing this topic for
those wanting to delve into it deeply. The ideogram for Qi is made up of steam rising off rice.
There are descriptions of many different “types” of Qi, from wei (defensive) Qi which has an
influence on the immune system and the body's ability to fight off pathogenic invasion; to food
Qi, which is derived from our food and integrated to be used by the body. There is Yin Qi, Yang
Qi, Primal Qi, Original (Yuan) Qi, Air Qi, Organ Qi, both pre- and post-heaven Qi... and so on. For
our purposes Qi can also be viewed as a unit of functionality which allows the capacity for an
action to take place. This may include the functional units of “energy currency” throughout the
body known as ATP (adenosine triphosphate) whereby nearly all internal processes take place.
This can also include the action potential of nerve signals, intercellular coherent light signaling
described in biophotonics, nutrients in foods, neurotransmitters in the brain, hormones in the
body, oxygen, and so on. The Chinese classics did not have specific terms for these, nor did
their authors have the ability for an understanding of the mechanisms or existence of others as
they are known now. 
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Chinese medical texts (for example, the Liver as the general and Heart as Emperor) which result
in so many different translations of terms.This is not to say these personal intuitive experiences
should be discounted. On the contrary, they have the potential to provide a ground for further
exploration and an expansion of our understanding of the human experience. In the indications
sections I have left the psychological and psycho-spiritual aspects because these are subjective
experiences that people will often complain of clinically. When speaking of Chinese medical
functions and structures however, and in the context of this book, I attempt to make as many
potential physiological correlations as possible. I feel this often is not thoroughly explored in
literature and may help the practitioner and the profession to include and view them in this
manner. Again, this is not to discredit more subtle attributes that may exist, but rather not to put
focus on them here.The following are some assumptions and uses of terms found throughout
this text where clarification may be useful:“C-1” - “C-8”: These are shorthand terms that have
been used in discussions of the eight circuit model of consciousness to denote the circuit in
question. The first, the bio-survival circuit, is labeled C-1; the emotional-territorial circuit C-2, and
so one. In the context of this text because many different models are being explored I have used
these to denote the level of consciousness in its broadest sense and have tried to stick to other
original terms when discussing material about a particular model.Using the first chapter as an
example, material from the eight circuit model I have tried to reference the bio-survival circuit,
chakra material I use the term Muladhara, and in the fascial explorations the pubic band will be
mentioned. When speaking about the material of this chapter in a broad sense the term “C-1”
will be used. This is a matter of convenience when discussing this material. In this way “C” can
equally represent “circuit”, “chakra”, “connective tissue plane/compartment” and “chapter 1
material”. Neuro-psychological Imprinting and Reimprinting: This is the concept that life events at
particular stages of human development set patterns which continue to resonate and occur
throughout one's lifetime. Imprinting seems to happen within very narrow windows in a person's
development, with life conditions and events within this window “hard-wiring” itself into the
person's nervous system and psyche. This establishes a “belief” about a particular aspect of the
functioning of the world which defines the individual. Without a significant amount of self-work an
imprint has a tendency to remain this way throughout one's lifetime, unlikely to change.One of
the goals of this text is to explore approaches that have the potential to either alter these imprints
or address the pathological ramifications of them when they may not be favorable to ones
development. Exploring these negative imprints and working to alter them, a process called “re-
imprinting” may not be real straightforward. The individual must be at a place psychologically
that allows them to become both quite mentally, as well as neurologically, vulnerable and
plastic. They must also be in a place that allows them to process and assimilate the incoming
new information. As such, the methods in this text may work as a means of “loosening” these
imprints until actual re-imprinting can occur. Qi: There are whole books discussing this topic for
those wanting to delve into it deeply. The ideogram for Qi is made up of steam rising off rice.
There are descriptions of many different “types” of Qi, from wei (defensive) Qi which has an



influence on the immune system and the body's ability to fight off pathogenic invasion; to food
Qi, which is derived from our food and integrated to be used by the body. There is Yin Qi, Yang
Qi, Primal Qi, Original (Yuan) Qi, Air Qi, Organ Qi, both pre- and post-heaven Qi... and so on. For
our purposes Qi can also be viewed as a unit of functionality which allows the capacity for an
action to take place. This may include the functional units of “energy currency” throughout the
body known as ATP (adenosine triphosphate) whereby nearly all internal processes take place.
This can also include the action potential of nerve signals, intercellular coherent light signaling
described in biophotonics, nutrients in foods, neurotransmitters in the brain, hormones in the
body, oxygen, and so on. The Chinese classics did not have specific terms for these, nor did
their authors have the ability for an understanding of the mechanisms or existence of others as
they are known now. Acupoints and Meridians: There are significant overlaps between the
myofascial chains that run longitudinally throughout the body and the traditional meridian
trajectories. A great comparison can be seen in the third edition of Thomas Myers' book
Anatomy Trains2. I approach acupuncture in many physiological and pain conditions as a
primarily myofascial therapeutic method. A practitioner can work locally with the affected muscle
tissue or distally along the fascial/meridian plane or nociceptive pathways3 to create a signal
that travels through the dynamic liquid crystalline structure to elicit a response in the site of pain/
injury. This does not account for distal imaging or approaches such as those expounded by
Master Tung and Dr. Richard Tan or microsystems such as auricular, scalp or Korean Hand
Therapy all of which can be very clinically effective . There is the possibility that these can be
attributed to the holonomic neuroimaging of the body upon the brain and the body's tendency to
maintain a cross-hemispheric homeostasis as studies have shown changes applied to a limb will
cause physiological changes to the opposite limb as well (heat to the left leg causes a reaction
in the right leg also).4Acupuncture points have a tendency to exist at locations where fascial
tissue intersect, cross, change direction or wrap around a denser structure. Studies have also
demonstrated a higher electroconductivity4, increased levels of surface oxygen5, increased
density of superficial nerve C-fibers6, and a greater light/heat conductance7 at acupuncture
point locations. Chakras: This may be the point of farthest departure from common system
descriptions within this text. For the purpose of this text two correspondences are assumed.
Body regions associated with chakras are explored in terms of horizontal fascial planes or
“bands” and the compartments created between these bands. Also explored are neuro-
endocrine organs located within these regions. It is immensely interesting that there seems one
neuro-endocrine gland within the region of each traditional chakra location. Here I posit that
without the terminology and anatomical understanding, descriptions of chakras may have
corresponded with an intuited sense of neuroendocrine functions within the body and/or
potentially their E-M field dynamics. To some extent at least. PART ITHE EARTHLY
CIRCUITS ~C1~ Our basic needs for survival are initially the only drive we have in this world. As
one grows perception and the world around them expands, new needs and drives develop, but
never are these most basic of needs eliminated our subsumed. They continue to exist, not even



necessarily as a conscious entity, but always in the background of our lives ever-present and
ever influencing the directions we move in. Should these become ignored they will scream forth
from within our bodies with the force of a wailing infant needing tended to. These needs are the
foundation of the first stage of development known as the biosurvival circuit.Pathology develops
as a reaction to unmet physical and emotional needs. In the case of the first circuit this pathology
tends to manifest in the deepest core elements of the self. The body and the sensory/
proprioceptive system tend to take the brunt of this with concerns tending to be more somatic in
nature. There is good reason for this however, as these systems are the first components of our
existence and self to develop before an actual “self” is considered to exist.The newborn mind
does not seem to experience itself as a differentiated entity separated from the mother at all. For
all intents and purposes, to the child, the two are extensions of the same entity and simply
happen to inhabit two separate places in space. “Mother” and “baby” do not yet exist as thought-
forms or concepts. This is a large reason that if a mother should not be present, physically or
emotionally, for whatever reason, the loss to the child is crushing and world-shattering. It is a
loss of self on top of the external experience of the love and nurturing. It could be argued no
other trauma exists that creates such a deeply rippling effect through the psyche. These sorts of
situations continue to influence and play out throughout the rest of one's life.When working on
emotional concerns, it can occur that, after sifting through and working on the more immediate
concerns, an epiphany will then reveal that deeper below this lies a more fundamental issue.
The root of the problem and often the origin of a good number of other issues they have dealt
with throughout their life may stem from a lack of relationship, presence or nurturing from their
mother figure at a very young age.The first circuit is imprinted in early childhood, within the first
six months of life. It can be impacted prenatally if the conditions are influential enough. During
this time the world that the newborn interacts with is very small in scope and the relationship to
one's mothering figure is a paramount factor in determining whether the child will take on a
“positive” or “negative” imprint of the world. This first imprint primarily relates to concerns of
safety and the child's receptivity to interactions within the immediate environment.During this
time period one's entire existence revolves around obtaining and meeting the base needs of
survival and the child's tactile exploration of the world around them. Objects and people are
assessed through the sensory system – the child's ability to touch and taste things. The most
fulfilling of all of these being the mother-child bond during the act of breastfeeding in which they
are not only receiving the essential nutritional nourishment but also sensory fulfillment through
bodily warmth, being close enough to hear both heartbeat and breath, and the oral sensation of
mouth to teat. This also being the inspiration behind Freud's coining the early “oral” stage of
development. At this stage the mouth acts a primary means of assessing their environment as
any parent who has yelled “don't put THAT in your mouth!” can certainly attest.This is simply how
the young child evaluates its surroundings. It is a sensory organ just like the hands and feet that
can be used to determine shape, size, etc. Is this object safe to touch? Is it safe to taste/eat? Is it
something pleasant and too be approached and explored further or is it unpleasant and to be



avoided. This last question is a key aspect surrounding the first circuit. The more safe and
nourishing the infants environment is the more positive the neurological imprint is likely to be and
the more expansive overall view of the world as a safe place they will develop.As this imprinting
occurs prior to the development of any formal language development, the way it is processed by
the child is purely somatic. It remains unconscious and automatic; being only felt. As they are yet
unable to form linguistic means of processing, experiences deeply impact the entire body and
psyche accordingly. The psyche remains a direct extension of the body at this point and, as with
their experience of relationship with others, the two are not experienced as separate. Rather
they are one undifferentiated entity. It is for this reason we will see methods of addressing this
circuit focus highly on the physical body and the direct tactile experience.The biological drive for
nourishment, comfort and security is so strong that the child, in the absence of an effective
mothering figure, will seek out and establish a surrogate source. This can be another available
person willing to provide these needs, or it may even be a member of a different species or
object to fulfill them. This was noted by Konrad Lorentz in his studies of imprinting in animals
where it was found that when a young animal is removed from their mother shortly after birth,
they will seek out a proxy mother figure and create a bond to that replacement that allows for the
necessary sense of security. This ranged from cross-species adoption by another female
mothering figure to imprinting and bonding to inanimate objects such as a gosling imprinting a
ping pong ball or a giraffe imprinting a jeep. In these cases, while there is obviously no active
reciprocation of affection, the animal developed an attachment and the closest thing to a
relationship they could. As a result they would feel comforted in its presence.A human baby may
develop the same compensatory imprinting in the form of a favorite toy which they want to take
everywhere, or a blanket which they are never seen without. The object becomes even more
likely to become this object of comfort if it has, or at one time had, some associative memory or
sensory experience such as a smell that reminds them of their mother or once present nurturing
figure. The body's primary initiative is to be felt deeply and securely and it will go to great lengths
in attempting to make sure this is achieved.Wilson cited a 1968 public health study in which
85% of the population had one or more signs that could be related to a negative first circuit
imprint. Most symptoms relating to the first circuit are somatic on account of the physical body
acting as the primary processor of information. The symptoms mentioned included dizzy spells,
heart palpitations, wet palms and frequent nightmares. As we will explore later, these symptoms
can be analyzed from the perspective of Chinese medicine with many of them falling into
symptoms associated with the Kidney organ system. For now however, let's take in what a
staggering statistic that is. Also the fact that the study was in 1968 and culturally there is a very
real possibility that this statistic has only grown over time as socio-economic demands have
increased the number of mothers who go to or return to work sooner after giving birth and the
escalating divorce rates which may interfere with consistent mother-child interaction. This is not
to say that a father or grandparent or other loving figure cannot step into this role of the child's
need for nurturing and unconditional love. If the child has initially imprinted it's mother however,



changes to this dynamic during this stage are impactful. The bond will never be as strong or
emotionally fulfilling for the first circuit in cases of transference as it would be maintaining the
relationship with the initial mother/imprint. Birth trauma, traumatic events during imprint
vulnerability, or traumatic child rearing conditions can create this type of negative imprint as
well. While awareness of this impact has grown and some attempt to ameliorate it as much as
possible; such as with the rising use of midwives, prolonging the time before the umbilical cord is
severed, or water birthing; the vast majority of the birthing practices in the United States remains
less than optimal practices for the newborns overall development.For those whose these needs
are taken care of enough to imprint a positive first circuit perspective, they will have a greater
tendency to explore the world with confidence, bravery and natural inquisitiveness. Those who
imprint negatively meanwhile will tend toward timidity, fear of new situations and withdrawal in
which the world may be seen as a harsh, hostile and frightening place. Other people may be
perceived as generally dangerous or to be avoided. This may also create or play out as rigid
ideologies about particular groups of humans later in life as well.Throughout development it
seems various brain regions and functions become more prominent or active. The progression
of such seems to microcosmically mimic the larger scale of evolution of life on Earth. At this
earliest stage the most basic instinctual drives for survival are at the forefront, with “guttural”
reactionary responses to the environment determining ones course of action. This is a pre-
linguistic stage where reactions are felt rather than experienced then filtered, analyzed and a
proper response determined. Therefore everything is a type of knee-jerk response in the
immediate moment. The portion of the brain where these in-the- moment instincts seem to
derive from is what is often referred to as the “reptilian” brain or R-complex. This consists mostly
of the brain stem and cerebellum. These brain structures regulate the body's autonomic drives
and functions including the most basic of eating, excreting and maintaining sleep/circadian
rhythm. This of course being the reason some say all a baby does during the infant stage is eat,
sleep and shit. Each of these being a bare necessity of life.Six primary patterns of behavior are
also associated with the R-complex:-Routinzation of motor operations-Isopraxis: self-imitation or
like-manneredness-Tropism: positive or negative responses to thoughts-Repetition:
reinforcement of somatic experiences-Reenactment: mimicry of sensory input-Deception of
others to benefit oneself1Other autonomic functions including endocrine regulation of
temperature, growth rate and metabolism fall within the purview of this circuit. A particularly
heavy first circuit imprint can effect glandular function in a way that may remain throughout their
lifetime. Wilson notes that these individuals tend to develop a viscerotonic or endomorphic body
structure which at its extreme will tend to display as a rounder, gentler body structure. They may
be on the heavier side, never seeming to lose one's “baby weight” or continue to keep a “baby
face”. Comparisons can be made between the endomorphic body structure and the Water and
Earth body types in Chinese medicine. We will explore the psychological Water and Earth types
in more detail later in this chapter.The tendency for the body to retain more fatty tissue or
convert more of it's nutritional intake to be stored as fat is a means of physically holding onto



survival resources within the body. Should the individual ever be placed in a situation of scarcity
or where basic food needs may not be met they will have the advantage of these stored
emergency resources to be more likely to hold through. Those with a heavy first circuit imprint
will also tend to take this storing function into other aspects of their adult life including a potential
of clinging to people or material possessions. This is often in the hope that these external
means will offer a sense of survival security or fulfillment of an internal longing or (sometimes
very vague) sense of emptiness as though something is missing within oneself. This would
include someone who becomes fixated on food, shelter and self-preservation and gathers
beyond necessity. “Hoarders” who seem unable to get rid of or part with things whether it
continues to serve any functional purpose or not would be an extreme example of this.Over
consumption, by any means, physical possessions or in eating, can be an attempt to fill this void
or deal with a negative imprint. This also applies to comfort eating in cases where a person
experiences an emotional state that impacts the state of the first circuit. The act of eating brings
resources to the body and comforts the biosurvival circuit. Other concerns relating to the body
such as body image, situations in which a basic sense of security feel compromised, situations
where the person does not feel nurtured or nourished or where integrity or self-worth may feel
compromised all may fall into this compulsion.Imprints can also impact aspects of one's
sexuality later in life. The tendency for people to satisfy an oral impulse sexually stems from the
first circuit and are commonplace. Whether that be simply kissing, gratification from performing
oral sex to the inclination to bring breast to mouth and even generally feeling drawn to or
comforted by round objects which the brain may subtly associate with the breast and being
close to a mother figure are all part of this. For some individuals first circuit imbalances can
develop into a fetish – something which may be a necessity to achieve a sense of full sexual
satisfaction. It can take on components of this circuit or the time of imprint vulnerability such
having the desire to be in situations in which they are able to regress to the state of an infant.
Such things as the desire to be weep unabashedly or be coddled, wear a diaper, or food or scat
play may be categorized here and are indicators that it is likely there was a deficiency in C-1
support or a trauma which hit the psyche deep enough to disrupt the stability of the first circuit.
Matters of dominance and submission relate more to the second circuit.Another aspect of
modern civilization that intimately ties into the our survival mechanism is money. Money acts as
the means by which we may acquire many of the things needed to ensure survival – food,
shelter, adequate clothing, etc. For this reason in most cases there is a direct association
between one's capacity to have and earn money and the ability to live. Because of this, those
with more available access to money tend to feel more safe or secure that their survival is
ensured and less likely to be interfered with or compromised. They may not even give
consideration to these matters, knowing their needs are tended to. Those with less consistent
access to money or where there is no guarantee of enough funds to take care of all the essential
needs are much more likely to become anxious, stressed, worried or fearful that these will at
some point not be available and cause a direct threat to their survival. This continual lack of



security can even cause a deep fear or existential panic and require immediate attention. If
these basic needs are not met, or perceived to be at risk, the anxiety caused over these matters
does not allow for other circuits to focused on. Survival is paramount and takes precedence. A
stable and healthy C-1 provides the foundation for the individual to develop the “higher”
circuits.As the body is the primary mechanism of this circuit, a negative imprint can also result in
a negative perception of one's own body. “Body trashing”, “not feeling comfortable in one's own
skin”, or any case where the body is perceive to be “bad” in some sense can all come about.
People may also actively ignore the body's needs for nourishment or to be felt deeply. With
enough negligence physical pathology will develop. One may also become more accident prone
in a type of self-fulfilling prophecy of their body as a hindrance or that it may be working against
them. A healthy first circuit recognizes and listens to the needs of the body and the fundamental
role it plays in growth and development.The ways we utilize our bodies is directly interpreted by
others and often immediately communicates more information to them than any verbal
exchange. If your body projects an air of safety or confidence, this is immediately picked up upon
by others and can make others feel at ease. This is a good reason for practitioners to be aware
of and to have a well grounded C-1 while interacting with patients. This can greatly improve the
patient-practitioner relationship.Alli describes the body as the physical manifestation of the
subconscious. This sentiment is explained in further detail in Jung and Reich: Body as Shadow
by John Conger2 as the the ideas of Carl Jung's collective unconscious are compared with the
psychosomatic work of Wilhelm Reich. Reich wrote of muscular holding patterns within the body
which stem from unconscious emotional blockages or emotions which have not been
processed, addressed, or expressed properly.Reich's life work covered a great deal of ground
over a wide range of topics. This included ways in which people unconsciously displace
unpleasureable emotions (and in some cases pleasurable ones which are suppressed due to
moral [C-4] indoctrination) into the body. This is done by tensing up or restricting movement and
blood flow to muscles in an act of avoidance of their instinctual physical response to stimuli. An
example of this would be the immediate inclination to lash out verbally or aggressively with biting
actions in cases of intense anger. Because this is a socially unacceptable response, a person
may then tense up their masseter muscles which are used in this action, along with possibly the
SCM and scalene muscles in the act of hold the head back. This could further develop into a
chronic TMJ disorder in an attempt to hold back these types of reactions.Reich also postulated
that life and all aspects of the universe acted with a general principle of pulsating movement in
which things continually cycled between states of expansion and contraction. This holds
parallels with the imprinting of the first circuit in which the child imprints a tendency toward
moving forward and outward into the world or a tendency toward withdrawal inward because the
world is seen as a threat. Both actions are an inherent part of life. Certainly qualities of Yin
(contraction) and Yang (expansion) can be seen here as well. In cases of excessive contraction
it is necessary to regulate and bring about expansion to avoid the development of further and far
more serious pathology3. He also described seven body “segments” or regions in the body



where tensions tend to accumulate. These segments will be explored further alongside the
more recent writings on fascial structures or cavities within most of the chapters in this text.Reich
emphasized the breath as a key factor in the emotional health of an individual. It summed up
one's ability to freely expand and contract toward and away from the external world. He said of
pathology: “ If you can't understand someone's irrational behavior, start by observing their
breathing.” To this end change in one's breathing may bring about change emotionally and
neurologically.Consciously altering, or rather, consciously bringing one's breath into a more
natural rhythm is a tool utilized throughout Reichian therapy, Bioenergetic and Yogic practices. It
can be used in reimprinting a particular circuit as well as releasing muscular holding patterns.
Wilson notes that fear and C-1 imbalances may be at play in fundamental breathing restrictions
– that “people are strangling their inner organs everyday because they are afraid”.Fear plays a
large role in C-1 processing. If the world is perceived or imprinted as fundamentally bad or
threatening to survival then the person will live in a perpetual state of anxiety or fear of the
harshness that is the world and others. Fear is also associated with the water element in
Chinese medicine and the first Chakra as we will soon see.The tremendous effect this ongoing
fear can have on the physical body returns to how within the biosurvival circuit all perception is
done with the senses and the body with no conscious linguistic/rational processing. It is a
guttural and whole body response which permeates throughout one's being. As such, the fear
that is experienced can feel and very well may be an all-consuming experience. Any attempt at
rationalizing through it can seem futile. As the body does not operate by any linguistic means, if
one tries to communicate or work on the body with messages that are too logically defined the
body will begin resisting the signals. It is for this reason that the body requires being felt deeply
and positively. It must also be given the space to integrate kinetic sensory experiences and
proprioceptive information from it's movement within physical space.Alli called this the “art of
speaking in blanks”, in which enough pause and incompleteness is left to evoke and evaluate
the physiological reaction. The body speaks in reference to its own experience. To expand
language into groups or generalizations opens the information up to becoming muddled or
misinterpreted. For this reason if an individual is working on or wishes to focus on C-1 the most
appropriate language to use would be descriptions in personalized, embodied terms such as “I
feel...” or “my senses are telling me” rather than “they all” or even “this feels like”. Ownership of
the experience is important.Commitment is also an major influential component of the
biosurvival circuit. One's integrity and the ability to keep their word, especially to themselves,
can negatively or positively reinforce the state of C-1. Saying what is meant and meaning what is
said reinforces safety and the ability to trust the self and the world. To break these promises to
oneself can have a crushing effect on the subconscious leading to imbalances and negative
feedback that resonates throughout the psyche. When questions of integrity are in play it is said
to impact the child that still residing within oneself... and like the infant, it speaks of the world's
ability to trust in maintaining safety and survival.Wade's holonomic model of the evolution of
consciousness has two stages, which are similar in nature that fall into the bio-survival circuit.



The first is that of “reactive consciousness”. This is a perinatal stage at it's most simplistic form.
Here everything the baby experiences is an extension of itself and reactions to the environment
are determined by exocepts. Exocerts are a type of genetically programmed, unconscious
reaction of the motor system whereby there is no conscious recognition of these movements -
they are purely automatic. It is postulated that rather than the experience of pleasure and pain, at
this stage things are even more vague and simplistic, being registered as more of a state of
equilibrium and dysequilibrium. Wade notes that babies born without a cortex proper (a
condition known as anencephaly) may appear to develop normally during the first few months as
they form normal wake/sleep cycles, are able to feed, suck their thumb, stretch and sit up, cry,
track audio and visual stimuli, and push unwanted objects away with voluntary motor
movements.The second stage listed by Wade is that of “naive consciousness” in which it is
noted the the most rapid rate of new neural connections in humans occurring during the ages of
2 months through five years old. This is the time during which C-1 and C-2 are developing and
imprinted. In naïve consciousness the child forms what is known as the body-ego in which they
discover and possess their body, becoming able to construct a memory image of the body. Life
is still centered around reacting to reduce tensions and discomfort with more distinction and
second order emotions such as anxiety, wish, security, depression and rudimentary love
developing.The child now finds a need to recreate past experiences in the present, utilizing the
body ego to create a somatic memory as cognitive memory still remains incomplete. Ritual and
routine is used to reinforce the experience and neural connections. This is the reason a child
may sit for hours in front of a drawer opening and closing it hundreds of times. This creates and
reinforces somatic memory.It is noted that continued naïve consciousness tends to be more
commonly observed amongst adults found in socially isolated areas of industrial nations as well
as more prevalent in “lower class” or “blue-collar” populations. The important thing to note here is
that the individual here is not unintelligent, rather cognitive patterns tend to be unaware of
certain degrees of abstraction and may tend toward magical or animalistic types of thinking.
There is also an evinced negativism and general resistance to suggestion unless it is bestowed
by a source of authority symbolic of power and security. These traits are heavily on account of
the emphasized functioning of the R-complex over other brain structures.Two psychological
disorders Wade associates with imprints or heavy utilization of these stages are noted. The first
is Borderline Personality Disorder, which is marked by poorly structured self-representation and
blurred boundaries between the internal and external landscapes. The second is Dependency
Personality which is defined by a significant other becoming the center of their personal
meaning rather then themselves. They require the other to protect them from the dangers of life
as they maintain an inadequate self-image, a pacific temperament, and an inability to initiate
action. The dependent personality will maintain a submissive position in interpersonal
interactions, being perfectly content with this, without harboring any type of resentment or
repressed aggression.As mental concepts of causality have yet to fully form, to this individual
death does not exist as a construct. For adults primarily operating in this stage life tends to be



met with ideas of continuation beyond death in an afterlife or underworld. Due to this, the fear of
death is markedly absent exempting a possible vague concept of unpleasantness. Leary's Bio-
Evolutionary StagesLeary initially approached the 8 circuit model from the perspective of the
current and projected biological evolution of species on our planet. Within each of the 8 circuits
he described three stages which encompassed a full development. Firstly, there is the reception
of new information in which the individual is able to take in new forms of information. Once the
ability to receive information is achieved one must develop the ability to process and integrate
said information into their nervous system to be of any usefulness. Lastly, once the information
has been fully assimilated into the individual they are then able to transmit said information
outward into the external environment. These are essential components of any intelligent
learning process. The following are the first three stages which relate to the biosurvival
circuit.Stage 1: Biosurvival ReceptivityThe unicellular organism and the newly-born mammal
float passively, capable of the reception of stimuli. This stage is concerned with intake,
approach vs. avoidance, pleasure vs. pain, and security vs. danger and the basic seed striving
toward life. The definition of self as a viscerotonic entity - a greedy incorporative endomorphic
ego-identity. Stage 1 performs a visceral-cellular function for the human – maintaining health and
acquisition of food. This is an amoeboid-like intelligence which remains very close to its DNA
directives. Stage 2: Biosurvival IntelligenceThis relates to the muscular bony marine organism,
equipped with a multi-neuron nervous system capable of memory, integration and evaluation of
stimuli. A being capable of “attack-approach” in addition to “ingest-approach”. This reflects a self-
directed, infantile, driving nature. Whereas the Stage 1 organism can only receive or flee, using
amoebic flow, the Stage 2 organism is capable of selective aggressive biting-stinging behavior.
Differentiation into various cell types has now occurred.The human infant is said to be the
neurological equivalent of a marine organism. The vegetative circuit of the infant imprints the
basis of reality and the first attachment to the environment. Stage 3: Biosurvival FusionIn species
evolution Stage 3 is the amphibian. Sea-cow, frog, octopus are appropriate totems. In the
development of the individual Stage 3 relates to the infant linked neurologically with the Mother.
This stage introduces the first social inter-organism linkage. Instead of devouring or fighting
eachother, for the first time two organisms connect neurologically for mutual survival though still
greedy, sensual, unfolding. The communication is viscerotonic, cellular.Wade's Holonomic
Theory – Reactive ConsciousnessPrimary MotivationCessation of discomfortUltimate
ValueMaintaining comfort?Attitude toward lifeNone – unaware of lifePerception of deathNone –
unaware of deathSelf-BoundariesNonePerception of temporalityTimeless presentConcept of
otherAdult humans or visual patterns suggesting human features responded to differently than
other environmental features at a preconceptual levelLocus of controlPurely reactive to both
internal and external statesLevel of abstractionAbstractions do not exist. Rudimentary or
universal template for 3-D spacialization of visual and auditory cues may organize
perceptionPhysical objects may appear to be bounded spatially and, to a very limited extent,
temporallyOptions for actionReaction only to avoid noxious stimuliCorrect opinionNone – choice
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